
 
 

CCC v Mere – Sunday 9th September 2018 
 
Chilmark’s season spluttered across the finishing line on Sunday, with a loss against Mere 
bookending a period where such results were relatively rare. 
 
Ricky Corbin won the toss and elected to bat; from there things went downhill. Firstly Ben Fowles 
lasted all of one ball, which he used to scoop a catch to gully. This paved the way for Max Allen to 
join Jack Stearman, and for an over and a half things were rosy again. Stearman lashed the majority 
of the 25 runs that came from the second over, only to then pop a catch back to the bowler. 
 
Brand King was pencilled in to bat at four, however he had failed to read the start time clearly stated 
on the team email and arrived with the game already underway. He had just enough time to get his 
pads on before being shoved out into the middle. Blinking into the daylight he took guard, edged 
one through the slips, then was harshly adjudged LBW. Things weren’t going well and got worse 
when Jason Stearman was caught behind having added just one to the score. 
 
At 35-4 the only positive was that the team was on track to beat their score in the corresponding 
fixture last season. They achieved that four runs later, the beginning of a partnership that blossomed 
between Allen and James Stevenson. The pair put on 76 gilded runs, with Stevenson in particular 
playing some glorious shots off his pads. The day looked like it was back on track and Allen destined 
for consecutive half centuries, before he edged behind on 35. 
 
Archie Small was in at seven, having celebrated Saturday night in such a way that he woke up in a 
barn somewhere a couple of hours before game time. Feeling like a chewed dog toy he bravely took 
guard and squinted down the track, then took a punt at which of the three balls he could see coming 
his way to swing at. He guessed well, edging it for four, but the effort took its toll and the next half 
dozen deliveries he played at a few moments after the ball arrived the hitting zone. Then he snuck 
another boundary in similar fashion to his first, before finally getting it all together and hitting one 
near the middle of the bat. Unfortunately it went straight to the fielder at mid-on. 
 
Darren Lee ensured his season highlight was the barbecue he hosted during the football World Cup 
quarter final, as he lucked three boundaries in an unconvincing 14 run innings before also getting 
out caught. This allowed Carl Jacobs to hold up an end as Stevenson blew past his half century and 
starting rattling towards three figures. On 79 though Stevenson was struck on the pad in front of 
middle stump. Mere appealed but umpire Ben Fowles reasoned that it was possible the ball would 
have in fact travelled between middle and leg stump and not touched either. It was a controversial 
decision and Fowles’s apple red cheeks glowed a little brighter as the fielding team went grumbling 



back to their positions. The very next ball Stevenson was struck again, this time in far less 
incriminating fashion. But it was enough to push Fowles over the edge and so Stevenson was given 
out the ball after he should have been. 
 
From there the end was swift. Jacobs was bowled for one, before debutant Ed Lewis registered a 
second ball dismissal when brilliantly caught behind. The feeling was that 185 was probably 30 runs 
short. 
 
Ricky Corbin opened the bowling from the Pettigrew end, while Allen pushed up the hill. The early 
exchanges were tight, with both bowlers looking lively, only to get punished when straying slightly. 
Corbin finally got the breakthrough though, trapping Mere’s opener in front with the score on 30. 
Another small partnership followed, before Stearman struck in his second over when another LBW 
decision was upheld. 
 
The scoring was slightly below the rate; however wickets were hard to come by. Small might have 
added to the latter column if he’d held on to a tight chance at square leg, however his weren’t the 
only hands to fail him at the crucial moment. Darren Lee galloped in from third man to get into 
position for a top edge, only to have it elude him at the last moment, while Fowles decided a 
powerfully hit drive in his direction at mid-off was best not risking his delicate fingers for. 
 
In the meantime Stearman struck again with yet another LBW as Mere dipped to 77-3 in the 18th 
over. A 57-run partnership followed though as the arm wrestle continued. Stevenson bowled seven 
luckless overs for 37 runs, while Stearman completed his allotment with the excellent figures of 
sevens overs, three maidens 2-18. 
 
Needing to find some overs from his bowling lesser lights, Captain Corbin turned to Lee and Jacobs. 
We don’t like to point fingers at CCC, but these four overs didn’t help Chilmark’s cause. 47 runs 
came from them and Mere were suddenly in the box seat. There was a wicket along the way though, 
which Lee bought by allowing the batsman to loft him for consecutive sixes down the ground. A third 
maximum seemed likely before captain Corbin arrived on the scene to intercept the ball half a yard 
inside the fence. 
 
This would be the home side’s final moment of joy though. Lewis rolled his arm over for the first 
time in Chilmark colours and showed some excellent control with his off spinners, however it was in 
a lost cause. Chilmark fought it out right to the end, but Mere were too good and reached the target 
with six wickets and two overs to spare. 
 
Chilmark CC 185 (J Stevenson 79; M Allen 35) defeated by Mere CC 187-4 (Jack Stearman 2-18; R 
Corbin 1-34) 

 
With the season over we can look at some of the statistics that have come out of summer 2018: 
 



Games played: 24 (16 wins, 7 losses, 1 tie). A further 8 games were called off due to inclement 
weather or the other team preferring to watch a game of football. 
 
Leading batsman: Jack Stearman 591 runs @ 98.50 
Leading Bowler: Pete Corbin 19 wickets @ 16.42 

 
Official awards will be announced at the cricket club dinner (date and venue TBA) while the 
unofficial awards will be announced in the next issue of the Village Voice. 


